







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Pilot Study Japanese Version of the "STRANGE STORIES 
TEST-Advanced Test of Theory of Mind" 
Using picture-stories to evaluate communication-abilities of people with high 
functioning Autistic Disorder and Asperger's Disorder 
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Abstract A test consisted of eight picture-stories, based on the " Advanced Test of Theory of Mind" 
(Happe, 1994) and its stories culturally-adjusted, was invented to construct some type of occupational-
therapeutic ind~x to evaluate communication-abilities of Japanese people with high functioning autism 
or Asperger's Disorders. Validity of the test was inspected by examining rates of agreement be-
tween the answers of 76 subjects (normal young adults) and correct (i.e., researcher-intended) 
answers on each story. 
Agreement of the answers on Story I ("A Broken Vase" ; Theme A = Lies) Story 8 ("A Boy 
Who Got Muddy" ; Theme F Iromes) Story 7 ( " A Million Yen Please" Theme E Jokes) and 
Story 6 ( "Not Sleepy Yetl" Theme D = Pretense) were 1000/0, 97.40/0, 93.40/0, and 78.90/0 respec-
tively. For other stories, however, answers of the subjects were scattered over several thernes. On 
Story 2 ( " What Is the Present?" Theme B = Innocent lies), most subjects answered identical 
(64.50/0 ) as intended by the researchers (i.e., innocent lies), but statistically significant numbers of 
subjects (32.90/0) selected Theme D (Pretense) Moreover on Story 3 ("Too Much Baggagel" 
Theme C = Metaphors) most of the answers focused on "metaphors (Theme O" (50.00/0 ) but some 
answered "pretense (Theme D) (14 5 ~ )" or "rrony (Theme F) (26 3 ~ )" The answers on two other 
stories (Story 4 "You Run So Fast! -- Metaphors" & Story 5 "It s a telescopef" __ pretense" ) 
unexpectedlly fell more mto " jokes (Theme E)" Especlally on " metaphor-stones," many subJects se-
lected " ironies (Theme F)" or "jokes (Theme E)" to reason the story characters' utterance. This 
seemed to indicate that normal young adults were usually able to understand complexity of rela-
tionship among the story characters and to judge their communicative intensions based on it. The 
present study showed that the Japanese picture-story test presented acceptable level of validity. It 
was also indicated that the test should be used with care and understanding that some of the sto-
ries could contain more than one theme. 
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